Find the following words in Chapter One, “Third,” of *Ender's Game*. Copy the ENTIRE sentence that contains the word and write the page number it comes from. Indicate each word’s part of speech (e.g. “Noun”). Words are in the order they appear in the chapter.

1. **malleable** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

2. **submerge** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

3. **lurched** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

4. **unclenched** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

5. **perimeter** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

6. **rescind** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

7. **arithmetic** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

8. **forestall** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

9. **supine** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)

10. **corridor** (page # ) (part of speech___________________________)